
Grease It 
High Quality Greases

Appearance and odor........................ Various color gel with oily odor.

Specific Gravity.................................. N/A

VOC................................................... N/A

Net Wt............................................... 14oz

Omega Industrial Supply, Inc.
Fairfield, CA  94534

1-800-571-7347   www.onlyomega.com   Fax: 707-864-8134 

Areas of Use:
*Construction machinery and equipment

*Automotive uses

*Marine uses

*Anywhere excellent lubrication is desired.
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The entire line of GREASE IT products are formulated to lubri-

cate exceptionally well and last through a variety of conditions.

These petroleum based greases have the perfect additive mix-

ture to   provide superior wear and protection.

GREASE IT RED is an all purpose, non-melt grease especial-

ly formulated with extreme pressure and anti-wear additives to

provide heavy duty service. GREASE-IT RED is one of very

few greases able to withstand heavy shock load and impact

pressures of 65 Timken load capabilities. GREASE-IT RED
has excellent adhesive and cohesive properties. GREASE-IT
RED resists most acids, weather, dirt, salt spray, steam and

oxidation. GREASE-IT RED protects equipment indoors and

outdoors even under high temperatures and heavy loads.

GREASE IT GREEN: Specially formulated to withstand

extreme pressure and temperatures, heavy impact and pound-

ing.  Maintains good shear stability and long life.  Waterproof

and wash-out resistant, resists rust and oxidation, water and

salt spray.  Provides extra cushioning to reduce shock and

noise and will not sling off or squeeze out.  Effective to 500º.

65 Timken Load.

GREASE IT BLUE: Premium grade heavy duty industrial

grease designed for extended life. This lithium complex grease

resists thinning or hardening in service to provide excellent

shear  stability and pumpability. Excellent for centralized lubri-

cant system, reduces grease consumption and extends lubri-

cation cycles.  Use for a wide range of applications. Effective

from -40º to over 500ºF.  60 Timken Load, USDA H2.

Directions: Directions: Pump in grease until all old grease

comes out.
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